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Workstation
The combination consisting of the medical products 
Vacusat® power with one of our infiltration pumps 
Liposat® Pro or Pro plus and the power-assisted lipo-
suction device Vibrasat® Pro offers an ideal complete 
solution for body contouring. 

All components are perfectly compatible and harmo-
nised to each other, guaranteeing excellent efficiency, 
environmentally friendly operation and a maximum in 
safety for your patient.

All available safety features and accessories included 
(Overflow protection, hydrophobic filter, attachment 
kits, 3-pedal footswitch).

Two options
Workstation Pro

Consisting of Vibrasat® Pro, Liposat® Pro,
Vacusat® power, Thermia Pro mounted.

Workstation Pro plus

Consisting of Vibrasat® Pro, Liposat® Pro plus,
Vacusat® power, Thermia Pro mounted.

Vacusat® power

Vibrasat® Pro

Vibrasat® Pro Attachment kit

Liposat® Pro or Liposat® Pro plus
 Infiltration pump of your choice

Thermia Pro Heating trays

Overflow protection
and Hydrophobic filter

Thermia Pro
Console

| REF 00004271

| REF 00004272

Fatique-free working with optimized workflows
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Workstations
Power-Assisted Liposuction



Combination of Wand and Console

Wand

Console 

| REF 00003922

| REF 00003920

| REF 00003921

tissue-friendly technology

Vibrasat® Pro
Our Vibrasat® Pro is the leading technology for
vibration-assisted liposuctions. It eliminates fatigue for 
the doctor even during the longest procedures - while 
its technology maximizes patient results.

The liposuction handle offers you the smoothest and 
most gentle way to remove fat. Its anatomically shaped 
hand grip carries just the right balance point with a 
low weight, allowing the doctor to hold it comfortably 
for any length of time.

Less effort is required to move the cannula through the 
tissue, ensuring a lower risk with maximum precision 
results.
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Vibrasat®

Vibrating handle



Care for viable fat cells with our garant for the gentle
handling of fat

Liposat® Pro plus 
Because we care about viable fat cells. Experience a 
revolutionary way to handle fat. Optimize your work-
flow with efficiency, safety and comfort with the new 
Liposat® Pro plus, specially designed for lipotransfer.

The influence of this pump and its tube set on the
viability of the fat cells is reduced to a minimum.
According to an in-house in-vitro study,
Liposat® Pro plus achieves a 92 % or more survival rate 
for infiltrated fat cells. 

The versatile two-in-one pump is developed for both 
TLA and fat infiltration. Liposat® Pro plus also takes 
care of the volume management, so you can focus 
exclusively on your patient.

 

Liposat® Pro plus

with a 1-Pedal Footswitch. | REF 00003974
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Liposat®

Infiltration pumps
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